CLASSROOM VISIT
MAGNETISM IN CHEMISTRY
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Pre-Outreach Activity: What Do We Already Know?

Teacher A simple, yet effective learning strategy, a K-W-L chart, is used to help
Background: students clarify their ideas. The chart itself is divided into three columns:

MATERIALS: >

Chart Paper

> Markers

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
Copy the K-W-L chart and pass out so that each student has their own sheet. Explain how the chart is to
be filled out, then brainstorm with the class and have the students list everything that they know about
magnets and magnetism. There are no right or wrong answers.
Next have the students list everything that they want to know about magnets and magnetism.
You may need to provide prompts such as:
If light experts were here, what questions would you ask them?
If you were a scientist, what would you like to discover about light?
Keep the chart accessible so that you and the students can enter ideas, new information, and new questions, at any time. The class can return to the K-W-L chart after completing the activities. As students learn
the answers to their questions, list the answers in the L column of the chart.
K-W-L charts are useful in identifying misconceptions that students have about magnets and magnetism.
Once the misconceptions are identified, have students design a way to test their ideas, reflect on what
they observe, and refine the original conclusion.

Periodically, return to the K-W-L chart during the activities to check off items from the W column and to
add to the L column. Students may want to add items to the W column to further their explorations.
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Pre-Outreach Activity: Ion Motor Background

Teacher Background:
An atom, or a group of atoms, can become an ion if they gain or lose electrons. By acquiring an electron,
the atom will become negatively charged, and become an anion. If the atom loses an electron, the charge
becomes positive and the resulting atom is a cation.
Acids, bases, and salts are all electrolytes. These compounds will create ions when they are dissolved in water.
By contributing ions to a solution, electrolyte solutions become conductors for electricity. Whereas metals
conduct electricity through the motion of electrons, an electrolyte solution conducts by using the ions in the
liquid. In order to conduct the electrons into and out of the solution, an electrode must be used, placed into
the solution.
A detailed student worksheet is provided. These questions can be reviewed orally or on the board if you
choose not to use the worksheet. This also gives you the option of omitting information or changing questions
to make the pre-activity more appropriate for your class.

Answer Key:
1. Direct Current					
6. A positive ion
2. Electrons					
7. A negative ion
3. Negative					
8. Mg2+ and SO424. Positive						 9. Positive
5. Magnesium, Sulfur, Oxygen			
10. Negative
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Pre-Outreach Activity: Ion Motor Background
Name:
Date:
Class:

Ion Motors
Pre-Lab Questions
In this activity you will construct and test an unusual electric motor that involves ions and a rotating
liquid. This ion motor will not behave entirely like a traditional DC motor. What does “DC” stand for?
(1)______________________. An electric current involves the movement of charged particles through
a conductor. What particles more through a wire in a typical electric current? (2)________________.
What kind of electric charge do the particles have? (3)__________________. An electric current in a
conducting solution involves the movement of ions. An ion is an atom or molecule that has gained
or lost one or more electrons. What kind of electric charge will an ion have if it has lost electrons?
(4)__________________.

Water is a poor conductor. In fact, deionized water will not conduct an electric current at all. Acids,
bases, and salts are electrolytes. When they dissolve in water, they create ions. In order for this motor
to work, ions are needed in the solution. We have dissolved MgSO4 in the water to give us the ions
we need. What atoms are in MgSO4? (5)_____________________________________. MgSO4 is a
salt and dissolves into Mg cations and SO4 anions. What is a cation? (6)________________________.
What is an anion? (7)________________________. What are the charges on the two ions created
when MgSO4 is created? (8)________________________.

Unlike an electric current in a wire, both charges are free to move in an electrolyte solution. So when
an electric current passes through an electrolyte solution, both charges (+) and (-) are travelling.
Although both charges are free to move, a DC power source will make each the anions and the
cations move a certain direction. The anions are attracted to the (9)________________ electrode while
the cations are attracted to the (10)________________ electrode.
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Post-Outreach Activity: Ion Motor Variables

Teacher Background:
Testing variables is the staple of scientific
research. When the ion motors were tested
in the class, it created a base for research.
That working motor can be adapted in several
different ways A few ideas are changing the amount of voltage used to create the current, using a different salt,
or changing the strength of the magnetic field. Some of the changes will improve the results and some may
have no effect at all. The only way to really know is to test each variable independently and record the results.

MATERIALS:
> Petri dish
> Copper foil

> Bar magnet
> Snap on 9 volt battery connector
> MgSO4 solution
> Alligator clips

> 9 volt battery
> Plastic pointer

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
Place the copper electrodes over the opposite ends of the petri dish base.

Pour the MgSO4 solution into the dish.
Attach the alligator clips to the copper electrodes at one end, and the battery connector on the other.
Attach the battery.
Place the magnet underneath the petri dish. The orientation of the magnet should be perpendicular.
Carefully float the plastic pointer on the surface of the water and observe the movement.
Now that your motor is working, suggest two variables that you can use to change the spin of the motor.
You can increase or decrease the spin.
Test each variable independently. Record your results.

Which variables increased the spin?
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Periodic Table of the Elements
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Next Generation Sunshine State Science Standards
6th Grade:
SC.6.N.1.1, SC.6.N.1.2
7th Grade:
SC.7.N.3.2
8th Grade:
	SC.8.P.8.1, SC.8.P.8.4, SC.8.P.8.6, SC.8.P.8.7, SC.8.P.8.8, SC.8.P.8.9, SC.8.P.9.1,
SC.8.P.9.2
High School:
	SC.912.N.1.2, SC.912.N.1.7, SC.912.N.3.3, SC.912.N.3.5, SC.912.P.8.1, SC.912.P.8.2,
SC.912.P.8.3, SC.912.P.8.4, SC.912.P.8.5, SC.912.P.8.6, SC.912.P.8.7, SC.912.P.8.12

Next Generation Science Standards
NGSS:

NGSS: 5-PS1-3, MS-PS1-1, MS-PS1-2, HS-PS1-1

VOCABULARY LIST
Anion

A negatively charged ion

Cation

A positively charged ion

Electrode

A material that conducts electrons into or out of an electrolyte solution

Electron

Negatively charged subatomic particle

Electrolyte

A material that produces ions when dissolved in water
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